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English Proverbs

“Every man is an 
architect of his own fortune” 

“Choose a job you like 
and you will never have 
to work a day  in you life” 
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MY FUTURE  
PROFESSION…

There are many professions in the 
world….

teacher

sociologist

doctor

businessman journalist

interpreter

……. And many many others………

fireman policeman
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Useful  Vocabulary

communication skills male

basic IT skills female

an ability to learn noble

team working skills prestigious

skills in solving problems dangerous

skills in planning and 
organizing

well-paid

skills to be flexible low-paid

skills to be responsible fashionable

skills to be patient ancient

times management skills modern
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A job is the work that a person does regularly in order to earn 
money.

A career is the series of jobs that a person does in his/her life.

A profession is a job that requires special training and brings a 
rather high social status.
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professions

career

Fill in this information about career education with job, 
profession, or career.
 
a) In their last three years at school, teenagers 
receive____________advice. There are a lot of_______________to 
choose from.
                                                                                                                                
b)A______________teacher helps teenagers discover their interests 
and make the first steps to future________________

c) A lot of teenagers have a part-time________________

d)Annabel hopes to make painting her________________ although 
she knows it will not be easy.
e) A special booklet provides some tips for finding- the 
right__________________It gives information about nearly 
250________________
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Have you chosen a  future job already? 
What do you want to be?
What skills does your job require?
Is it well-paid ?
Is you job prestigious from your point of view?
Who helped you to choose of profession?
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QUIZ

Do you know what type of job you would like to have?

Answer the questions and see what our career specialist says about 
you. You must put a cross in the box marked Yes or No

If your score is between 5-45

You enjoy working with people and helping them. You are also a 
practical person. One of these careers will suit you: teacher, doctor, 
nurse, social worker, psychologist, zoo keeper, policeman

If your score is between 45-90
You like to work quietly and concentrate on the task. You prefer to 
work on your own. One of these careers will suit you: laboratory 
technician ,librarian, artist, bank clerk, hair-dresser, architect.

If your score is between 90-135
You like to be very busy. You like to be with people and you like 
organizing things for them. One of the following careers will suit you: 
travel agent, journalist, hotel manager, salesperson, fireman
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I Want to Ве 

Some people often say to mе: 
“Have уоu decided what уоu want to bе?” 

I usually answer, “I don’t know,” 
But it isn’t really so. 

I want to win аn Olympic race, 
I want to see the Earth from space, 

I want to travel to Katmandu 
I want to bе rich and famous, too. 

I want to bе оn Hollywood’s screen,
I want to invent а new machine, 

I want to bе very clever and wise, 
I want to win the Nobel prize,
But most of all, I want to bе
Healthy and strong, and nice. 

- Really, whatever you chose, become healthy, kind and just good people.


